The Great Wright Road Trip

On this Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired road trip, you’ll experience the romance of the open road that culminates in feelings of awe, appreciation and wonder as you tour nine sites designed by America’s greatest architect.

The Great Wright Road Trip will allow you to easily explore the career-spanning breadth of Wright’s genius - from the epic grandeur of his mid-career masterpiece at Fallingwater to the burst of brilliance found at Kentuck Knob that was a highlight of Wright’s final years to the Darwin D. Martin House, the largest Prairie-style house he designed.

Lovingly-cared for homes, restored masterpieces, reinvigorated landscapes, posthumously-built projects, stunning vistas, and furniture from the imagination of the master himself can all be found on this memorable road trip between the Laurel Highlands of Western Pennsylvania and north to Erie, Pennsylvania, and Buffalo, New York.

Touchstone Center for Crafts Celebrates 50 Years

In 2022, Touchstone Center for Crafts will be celebrating 50 years of craft education in the Laurel Highlands of Pennsylvania. Plans are in development for special anniversary events, increased scholarship opportunities, and an exciting lineup of workshops to be announced this winter. Also in the works – a special at Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater in fall 2022.
Coming in 2022 - Ponfeigh Distillery and Whiskey Museum

In the late 18th century, the mountains of the Laurel Highlands were the birthplace of American whiskey production and the tumultuous era of the Whiskey Rebellion. Upon opening its doors in late 2022, Ponfeigh Distillery will celebrate the region’s local legends, lore, and spirits with its large new distillery, tasting room, and a new museum dedicated to the region’s whiskey heritage.

A Leaf Peeper’s Paradise

Mountain vistas, historic highways, fertile farmlands, and thousands of acres of unspoiled state parks, Pennsylvania’s Laurel Highlands is the ideal destination for a fun fall leaf-peeping getaway. The region’s towering trees are ablaze in a spectacular palette of red, orange, yellow, russet, and bronze colors. Take a drive under a canopy of colors on scenic byways and through picturesque covered bridges. In addition to the wonderful foliage, autumn also brings fantastic fall festivals, harvest goods, haunted amusements, corn mazes, and more.

Cheers to the Laurel Highlands Pour Tour

From moonshine, rye whiskey, and IPAs to cider, mead and fruit wines, get a taste for southwestern Pennsylvania on the Laurel Highlands Pour Tour! The passport-based tour leads you through the region’s rolling farmland and towering mountaintops while sampling flavors as the region’s diverse landscape. Every drop and flavor tells the story of the Laurel Highlands – its history, heritage, agricultural diversity, and entrepreneurial spirit.